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From then to now
By Valentine Paulraj

Another month has gone by and am glad to
be with you again. Not much was done over
the last month. It has been quite. As far as
the Mid-Atlantic part of the US it has been
quite weather-wise and activity-wise. We did
not hear much from friends.
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I am sure by now most of you would have
heard about the sudden demise of Dr. DGS
Dhinakaran an evangelist and a servant of
GOD. As alumni of SJC and we convey our
sincere heartfelt condolence to the family
and friends of Dr. DGS Dhinakaran and “Jesus
Calls” ministry.

for this year’s annual get together. Please
put on your thinking caps and give us your
suggestions, we look forward to your
participation and support.

It is the beginning of March and schools
and colleges in India, especially in South
India will be preparing for their school finals
and end of year semester exams. I recall the
days at SJC, when the hostels were geared
up to assist the students as they prepared for
their exams. We wish every one of them the
very best and pray that everyone succeeds in
their exams. If we as old students can assist
anyone in their endeavor, we would be glad
to extend our support, please feel free to
reach us and we will do our best within our
means. We also wish our faculty the very
best and pray the good GOD will provide
them with knowledge, wisdom, prudence
and guidance as they mould the citizens of
the future.

We encourage you to write to the news
letter sharing your experience during and
after SJC. Once again we thank contributors
of articles for this news letter, wish you all
the very best and remember to stay
connected until we meet again. “United we
stand, divided we fall”

Once again on behalf of the alumni
association I invite you to offer your thoughts

Remember that we all have been blessed
and that is why we are what we are today.
Let the blessings not just stop with us but let
us reach out and be a blessing to others in the
days and years to come.

Wish you all a wonderful, prosperous and
blessed New Year.
With warm wishes
Valentine Paulraj

Please send your newsletter contributions to Mr. Valentine at vpaulraj@hotmail.com
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Here are some quotable quotes
Compiled by John Britto B.Com 1978
Greatness lies not in being strong, but in the right use
of strength. - Henry Ward Beecher

If you think you are too small to be effective, you have
never been in bed with a mosquito. - Betty Reese

If a man would move the world, he must first move
himself. - Socrates

You can discover what your enemy fears most by
observing the means he uses to frighten you. - Eric
Hoffer

God gives every bird its food, but He does not throw it
into its nest. - J.G. Holland

The only thing we have to fear is fear itself. - Franklin D.
Roosevelt Former President First inaugural address

If you don't like something change it; if you can't
change it, change the way you think about it. - Mary
Engelbreit

It's what you learn after you know it is all that counts. John Wooden

Creativity is allowing oneself to make mistakes Art is
knowing which ones to keep. --Scott Adams

You can teach a student a lesson for a day; but if you
can teach him to learn by creating curiosity, he will
continue the learning process as long as he lives. - Clay
P. Bedford

Don't let what you cannot do interfere with what you
can do. - John Wooden
The world is moved along, not only by the mighty
shoves of its heroes, but also by the aggregate of tiny
pushes of each honest worker. - Helen Keller

I am learning all the time. The tombstone will be my
diploma. - Eartha Kitt
A man's doubts and fears are his worst enemies. William Wrigley, Jr.

Recipe for your taste
By Jacob Malarkandam

Fish (Sardines) Curry
Ingredients
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

10 Sardines - cleaned and washed
thoroughly
3 medium onions - chopped
6 flakes garlic - chopped finely
1 inch piece ginger - chopped finely
5 - 6 green chillies - slit lengthwise
2 medium tomatoes - chopped
1 tsp. turmeric powder.
1/2 tsp. red chilli powder
Oil for frying - 4 -5 tbsp.
Coriander leaves finely chopped
Salt to taste

Method:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Heat oil in a wok and then add the green chillies,
garlic and ginger.
Stir for 15 seconds and then add the chopped
onions.
Fry till onions are glossy and transparent.
Add the turmeric powder, chilli powder, and the
salt.
Stir for 1 minute and then add the chopped
tomatoes.
Keep frying till the tomatoes become slightly
mushy.
Add 2 to 3 cups water and bring the curry to a
boil for 5 min.
Switch it to low flame mode and then gently slip
in the sardines into the curry.
Let the fish curry simmer for around 5 mins

Garnish with chopped coriander leaves.
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Something to laugh

By Sadagopan R. M. Sc Chemistry 1990

A sardar saw a beautiful girl. he went and kissed her. The Man discovered COLOURS and invented PAINT
The Woman Discovered PAINT and invented
GIRL: "stupid,what are you doin...?"
MAKEUP.
Sardar: " B.Com Final Year....
Santa was driving car zigzag on the road. Traffic
inspector stopped him.
Santa: Sir, I am learning the car.
Inspector: without instructor?
Santa: Sir, this is a correspondence course.
Once a school teacher told kids to write an essay on
cricket match. Everybody was busy writing except
Santa, he wrote "Match cancelled due to rain".
A lady calls Santa for repairing door bell.
Santa does not turns up for 4 days.
Lady calls again, Santa replies: I am coming daily
from 4 days, I press the bell, but no one comes out.
Santa is repeatedly buying movie tickets.
On being asked, santa replied: A man standing at the
entry, tears my ticket everytime.
A Sardar sees lot of guys running on the highway.
Asks a bystander as to why are the guys doing what
they are doing.
The bystander explains that a Marathon race is going
on.
Sardar : What do they get from that?
Bystander : The winner will get a prize.
Sardar : Then why are the others running?!
Read this biography of a sardar
When God passed out looks, I thought He said
books, and I didn`t want any. When God passed out
ears, I thought He said beers, and I asked for two
long ones. When God passed out legs, I thought He
said kegs, and I asked for two fat ones. When God
passed out noses, I thought He said roses, and I
asked for a big red one. When God passed out heads,
I thought He said beds, and I asked for a big soft
one. When God passed out brains, I thought he said
trains, and I missed mine.

The Man discovered WORD and invented
CONVERSATION
The Woman Discovered CONVERSATION and
invented GOSSIP
The Man discovered GAMBLING and invented CARDS
The Woman Discovered CARDS and invented
WITCHERY
The Man discovered AGRICULTURE and invented
FOOD
The Woman Discovered FOOD and invented DIET
The Man discovered FRIENDSHIP and invented LOVE
The Woman Discovered LOVE and invented
MARRIAGE
The Man discovered TRADING and invented MONEY
The Woman Discovered MONEY and invented
SHOPPING
Thereafter Man has discovered and invented a lot of
things ......
While the Woman STUCK to shopping ..........

The Power of Martial Arts
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From the desk of Francis Xavier (B.A. 1972)

A butcher and a dog
A butcher watching over his shop is really surprised when he sees a dog coming
inside the shop. He shoos him away. But later, the dog is back again. So, he goes
over to the dog and notices it has a note in its mouth.
He takes the note and it reads "Can I have 12 sausages and a leg of lamb,
Please". The dog has money in its mouth, as well. The butcher looks inside and,
there is a ten dollar note there. So he takes the money and puts the sausages and
lamb in a bag, placing it in the dog's mouth.
The butcher is so impressed, and since it's about closing time, he decides to shut
the shop and follow the dog. So off he goes. The dog is walking down the street,
when it comes to a level crossing; the dog puts down the bag, jumps up and
presses the button. Then it waits patiently, bag in mouth, for the lights to turn.
They do, and it walks across the road, with the butcher following him all the way.
The dog then comes to a bus stop, and starts looking at the timetable. The butcher
is in awe as the dog stops a bus by pulling its left leg up and gets in it. The butcher
follows the dog into the bus. Then the dog shows a ticket which is tied to its belt to
the bus conductor. The butcher is nearly fainting at this sight, so are the other
passengers in the bus. The dog then sits near the driver's seat looking outside
waiting for the bus stop to come. As soon as the stop is in sight, the dog stands and
wags its tail to inform the conductor.
Then, without waiting for the bus to stop completely, it jumps out of the bus and
runs to a house very close to the stop. It opens the big Iron Gate and rushes inside
towards the door. As it approaches the wooden door, the dog suddenly changes its
mind and heads towards the garden. It goes to the window, and beats its head
against it several times, walks back, jumps off, and waits at the door.
The butcher watches as a big guy opens the door, and starts abusing the dog,
kicking him and punching him, and swearing at him. The butcher surprised with
this, runs up, and stops the guy. "What in heaven’s name are you doing? The dog is
a genius. He could be on TV, for the life of me!" to which the Guy responds:
"You call this clever? This is the second time this week that this stupid dog's
forgotten his key."
Moral of the story:
You may continue to exceed onlooker's expectations but shall always fall short of
the boss' expectations.
It's a dog's life after all...
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From the streets of Paris by Divya Balakrishnan
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For your Attention and Action

Your generous contributions can save someone….
You have been blessed, now it is your turn to be a blessing
Give and you will receive…. The equation is never wrong.
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The Flat and Transparent World
By Johnson Sab

Why Wireless?
After researching all the remote and wireless technologies, the messenger looked into the reason why
the world is so crazy on using these wireless technologies. The following are the main reasons for choosing
the wireless technologies.
The removal of wires from the communications and network access equation has obvious benefits.
The most common reason for deploying a wireless network in the enterprise is increased employee
productivity. In addition to information sharing, numerous new applications are enabled with wireless
networks, such as on-line mobile patient/customer records, real-time inventory management, and public
internet hotspots.
For employees who travel regularly, wireless access is a tool that represents significant productivity
enhancement. The ability to access network resources easily at a hotel, a coffee shop, an airport lounge or
the local office means less idle time while waiting to dial in or search out a broadband connection.
Secure wireless LAN access can also generate significant operational cost savings by greatly
reducing or eliminating the IT administrative burden associated with employee Moves/Adds/Changes. It is
widely accepted that the cost of deploying a LAN at a new office, for example, can be greatly reduced with
Wi-Fi technology compared to the cost of a purely Ethernet infrastructure. In environments where floor
plans may change frequently, such as retail stores, the savings are even greater. Wireless LANs ease network
deployment at new facilities since cables do not need to be run, a costly and time consuming task.
With the proliferation of wireless technology and the increasingly distributed nature of business with
partners, vendors and extranets, security has never been more crucial to the success of a business. Many
analysts believe that within a few years, all computers will include wireless technology at the factory.
Is there any disadvantage on using these technologies? The answer is “Yes”. The main part of it is
the security. In the later part of the article you will know the different type of dangers facing for these types
of technologies.
The messenger felt the current world is surrounded by wireless and remote access technologies.
Companies are moving from the closed legacy network to the broader wireless network to reduce cost and
overheads.
He finally got tired and went to McDonald’s to buy a Burger. Whether the Fries supplied at
McDonald Flatten his fat? The word flattened came to picture since his research involves finding out the
reason of why the world is so flat and transparent. He heard noise “Come on man. Just read this newspaper.
You will know why America on Sale Now”. That voice came from an African American voice. He read on
the newspaper column as “Want Fries with Outsourcing?” “Pull off U.S Interstate Highway 270 near
Germantown and go to the Aircraft Road and get in to the drive through lane of McDonald’s. You will get
fast and friendly service, even though the person taking the order is not in the restaurant or even in
Maryland”, the article said. “The order taker is in a call center in Colorado Springs, more than 1600 miles
away”. Another article said “For instance Forrester research Inc., was projecting that more than 3 million
service and professional jobs would move out of the country by 2015”.
The messengers stop reading the newspaper and enjoy eating the Fries, Burger and the Coke. What
did he get finally? Fat or Flat?
.... Continue on next

